Full-service partner management
solution to facilitate your
interconnect needs.

Syniverse Interconnect Partner Management
Interconnect represents a significant portion of an operator’s business. For this reason, understanding and
controlling interconnect variables is critical to wholesale profitability. But with the high costs and operational
complexities of in-house systems, managing this business can be difficult.
Syniverse Interconnect Partner Management facilitates your trading relationships with operators around
the world, providing an extensive range of services that include integrated reference data, tariff maintenance,
flexible rating and invoicing, and comprehensive reporting. With our cloud-based solution, you’ll benefit from a
high-quality interconnect billing system supported by powerful business intelligence tools, without the cost of
ownership and additional resource funding.

Benefits
■■

Reduces the need for investment in hardware, software, people, project resources and specialist knowledge
by utilizing our cloud-based service

■■

Ensures revenue through advanced business intelligence and effective control tools, including margin
analysis reporting

■■

Controls and enhances the operational efficiency of your interconnect business by providing these benefits:
■■

Improving rating quality

■■

Reducing revenue leakage through proactive monitoring and the correcting of error traffic

■■

Accelerating the adoption of new rating scenarios, reducing time to market for both your retail and
wholesale services

■■

Freeing your resources to focus on your interconnect wholesale business and your partner relationships
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Core Features
■■

Future-proof, supporting both switched and packet-based interconnect traffic

■■

Dynamic business intelligence tools for custom reporting

■■

Number portability database support

■■

Option for interconnect fraud protection

Advanced Features
■■

High-performance rating, storage, rerating and reprocessing capabilities

■■

Comprehensive billing configurations, covering all call types and extensive call routing scenarios

■■

Step-pricing, volume commitments and back-to-first minutes discounting

■■

Easy, secure browser-based access to interconnect and margin analysis reporting

■■

Call detail record (CDR) reconciliations for invoice disputes

Support Team
Our extensive software capabilities are supported by a highly skilled team, which will act as your outsourced
Interconnect business unit, providing these services:
■■

Dedicated Interconnect support expertise with 10-plus years of managing Interconnect rating and billing
implementations for clients

■■

System management and updates

■■

All Interconnect reference data input and maintenance tasks

■■

CDR error investigation and correction

■■

Reporting and invoicing support

■■

Discrepancy investigations

Get Started
Today!

Syniverse is a global mobile solutions specialist that connects more than 1,500 mobile service
providers and consumer companies in nearly 200 countries. We specialize in enabling the world’s
mobile users to connect with each other regardless of device, network or location. Our advanced
cloud-based solutions deliver superior user experiences through always-on services and real-time
engagement. For more than 25 years, we have been simplifying complexity to deliver the promise
of mobility – a simple, interoperable experience, anytime, anywhere.
Contact us today for more information or visit www.syniverse.com to learn more.
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